A Dream to Set up a 'Freedom Tree’ near Manchuria.’ by Dai Sun Lee.
As everybody matches one’s financial need, so a state should strive for its populations. Once
each meets one’s daily need, each dreams further for one’s future. But sometimes we find a
state which cannot visualize for its future.
North Korea has an atom bomb issue. As a result, it has imposed international sections upon
North Korea. US has not decreased its military pressure against North Korea. These factors
practically prevent South Korea’s governing officers from conceiving its dramatic‐future plan
to get out of this deadlocked national situation. Even after 70 years of Korean war, South
Korea still depends on US military and is not free to visualize the dynamic‐future plan for
Korean peninsula.
While living in America, I feel more privileged to see the international policies surrounding
the Korean peninsula. When I was young in Korea, uttering the term ‘China’ in public
exposed one regarded as one of spies. A young man with long hairs walked on a street. A
police caught him to cut his long hairs in public or drew him to a near barber shop and made
a DMZ line on this young man’s head. I did not contact these restrictions in America. So I
have more freedom to dream without being bothered by external pressures.
What is the real enemy against Korea? One knows that the Korean history points out China
as the first enemy and Japanese as the second. However, North Korean say that America is
the foremost enemy. Therefore, North Korea developed an atom bomb and intimidates US.
The negotiations between two presidents have shown no results. Thus, Korea problem has
not resolved. Thus, anyone should speak out a new idea useful to drive a conversation
forward from this deadlocked negotiations. Stalemating in atom bomb negotiations won’t
stop North Korea’s building more atom bombs. Therefore, it is urgent that we should
transform North Korea as friendly Korean race. So I present this writing to speak out the way
how to get out of this deadlocked Korean situation.
Based on Korean history, I say that super‐countries, such as China, Mongol, Soviet, Japan,
and America, have invaded Korean peninsula one after another. China among them is the
primary enemy to Korea. China has invaded Korea throughout history. In the light of these
war histories with various super‐countries on Korean peninsula, one could agree that Korea
has sufficient reasons to depend on atom bomb to protect itself from China. However, the
best way to avoid the second Korean war could come from reunifying two Korea. Reunifying
two Korea even with an atom bomb issue will gradually separate North Korea from China.
And then North Korea eventually maintains an amicable relation with US. Reunification of
two Korea is the starting point of the Freedom Tree. South Korea as a dependable advance‐
team must act to turn North Korea to a peaceful state with US.
South Korea should prepare a ‘Freedom Tree’ near Manchuria. When Mongolia joins to the
Reunited Korea, a ‘Freedom Tree’ becomes a Kōryō‐Mongo State. This state will thrive
spreading between Russia and China. Some Koreans should feel exciting to prepare a
Freedom Tree, a state where liberty stands with equality in earnings and voting, with
freedom of speech, religion, and choosing to dwell place; a state where liberty thrives with
different systems of governing people such as democracy, socialism and monarch; and a
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state where liberty allows America, China, Russia to make a project together beyond UN in
ability for the global peace and longevity.
Merging with the Reunited Korea, renting a part of a territory for centuries, gaining part of
the district, or turning into an amicable relationship, we should make the base of the
‘Freedom Tree’ expand to the territory of Mongolia. Whatever the cost may be or Mongols
demand, Koreans must be able to accept those requirements of Mongols.
It is imperative to say that Koyro‐Mongo State must ally itself to America in defense and in
every walk of life. Only the favorable relationship with America secures the thriving of Koyro‐
Mongo State that sits between Soviet and China. The last message is that I have not
discovered a future plan among leaders for a lengthy time alliance like South Korea where
many precious American lives lost in Korean War.
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